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Verge Detaill (Timber)

Dashed line denotes front face of

timber cladding beyond

121x18mm thk. Thermowood

T&G timber cladding fixed

horizontally

38x50mm SW treated timber

vertical batten at 600mm crs. Max.

Insect mesh fitted top and

bottom of vented cavity

Airstop fabric tape to seal air tightness ceiling membrane to

perimeter batten

Dashed line denotes airtight membrane fixed to u/s of

ceiling joists and turned down at edges

Timber frame head binder

OSB sheet of timber frame panel to perform as air

tightness membrane

Timber service zone strapping

Ceiling type - CC-01 or CC-02 (Drg. AA2699C/6.1/002)

65mm flexible horizontal cavity

barrier to suit 50mm cavity

stapled to kit.

Sand cement

mortar bedding

Fibre cement under cloak board over

underlay & fixed to top of gable ladder

External through coloured render (Weber

monocouche or similar approved);

Colour: Ivory

Compressible filler

Mastic sealant; Colour: to match

adjacent  wall / cladding surface;

sealent depth min. 40mm

ROOF FINISH

Marley Rivendale or Bekstone tiles as applicable;

Fixed in accordance with manufacturers recommendations

to 25x38mm SW treated battens (25x50mm for some tiling

where required - refer to supplier)

Trussed rafters at 600mm centres

Dashed line denotes Traditional breathable roofing

underlay to B.S.743; Tyvek 'Supro' + tape.
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18mm WBP ply

supported on

38x50mm battens
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Wind bracing

M.S. straps @ external junctions (TF manufacturer)

Insulation to party wall cavity to be carried up behind

truss blocking

Truss end vertical set back 150mm from

cavity face of party wall panel

2ply 194mm blocking between truss horns

Truss heel blocking factory fitted to create

194mm heel height

Pre fabricated closed and insulated spandrel panels to

fall of gutter made up of 47x195mm c-studs; all voids

to be filled with acoustic mineral wool insulation

(18Kg/m²)

Spandrel panel to be pre clad with 1 layer 15mm

Fermacell cement particle board each side

15

195

15

257

Intumescent sealent to top and bottom

of roof spandrel panel; Panel to achieve

60mins fire resistance

Noggins as req to support valley board

Code 5 lead gutter lining on

suitable underlay with single

welt over tilting fillet

SW tilting fillet to

match line of tiles

Wall build-up to party walls varies dependant

on adjacent room type. please refer to Drg.

AA2699C/6.1/005 for wall build up spec & GA

plans (AA2699C/4.1/ 300-331) for locations
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Ceiling type - CC-01 (Drg. AA2699C/6.1/002)

Each truss fixed to wallplate with fully nailed truss clip,

or pairs of framing anchors for multiple ply trusses

150

WBP ply along face of truss min 150mm above

top of gutter supported on 38x50mm noggins

between trusses

Refer to drawing AA2699C/ SK/ 212

for hopper details

Note - 490mm dimension is to u/s of

valley board at lowest point of gutter

Dashed line to indicate  lead gutter lining at

highest point of gutter (varies depending on

depth of building)
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ALL current drawings and specifications for the project must be read in

conjunction with the Designer's Hazard and Environmental Assessment

Record.

CDM Regulations 2007

- The contractor is responsible for checking dimensions,  tolerances and

references.  Any discrepancy to be verified with the Architect before

proceeding with the works.

- Where an item is covered by drawings to different scales the larger scale

drawing is to be worked to.

- Do not scale drawing.  Figured dimensions to be worked to in all cases.
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